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Bridging the digital divide

Paper less 

E-ink
Wire less



Benefits

Massive storage Thousands of free e-books 

Light-weight, thin Easy to use

3G and Wi-Fi affordable

Build-in dictionary Notes taking and highlight feature

Long battery-life (month) Folders (music, documents, audio)

Free sample downloads Easy to convert  other formats 



Projects all around African Schools

Kenya



Public Library Books for Kindle

Amazon kindle ereader promoted  pleasure reading

More than 11,000 libraries in the United States offer Public Library 

Books for Kindle to read books on a Kindle device, app, or browser 

with Kindle Cloud Reader. 

These books are offered through a digital service called OverDrive.

You can check out eBooks through the website of your local library, and 

have them sent directly to your Kindle device or reading apps where 

they will be available for a specified period of time like a regular 

library book.



Free eBook Sides

• Project Gutenberg

• FeedBooks

• Amazon

• ManyBooks

• Baen: 

– Ebookfling.com

– booklending.com

• Library e-books



University libraries that have incorporated Kindles 

in their collections

• Columbia University

• Duke University Library

• Georgetown University 

Library

• Pace University

• State University of New York

• University of Minnesota

• University of Nebraska-

Omaha

• University of ST Thomas

• Virginia Commonwealth 

University



Kindle implications in Academic libraries

• Acquisition, Cataloguing and 

circulation

– Policy considerations

• Copyright issues 

– Amazon

– Publishers

– Authors

• Training and trouble 

shouting

• Databases 

• Marketing

• Epub, Mobi, Kindle etc 

formats

• Students and personnel 

with disabilities

• Study guides

• Library manuals

• Interlibrary Loans

• Environmental friendly 

– Print 



Kindle Interlibrary Loans

Amazon: is comfortable with libraries borrowing out kindles to their users.

section3. Digital Content, subsection Restrictions:

“Unless specifically indicated otherwise, you may not sell, rent, lease, distribute, 

broadcast, sublicense or otherwise assign any rights to the Digital Content or 

any portion of it to any third party, and you may not remove any proprietary 

notices or labels on the Digital Content”.

Amazon confirmed that this only applies to for-profit ventures

Amazon states in its Terms of Use that each agreement is sort of in 

perpetual Beta:

“Amazon reserves the right to amend this agreement any of terms of this 

Agreement at its sole discretion by posting the revised terms on the Kindle 

Store or Amazon.com website”.

”



Kindle eTextbook Rentals and the Future of 

Textbook Publishing

• Kindle textbook rental service

– Disadvantages and advantages

– Kindle DX

• Amazon’s competitors e.g. 

• Barnes & noble (nook study)

• McGraw-Hill (Etextbook platform)

• Course smart

• Van Schaick (VitalSource®)



Databases that support Kindle 



The end marks the beginning …

Amazon did a brilliant job with kindle e-reader for 

pleasure reading!

Will they be able to do the same with textbooks? 

Where do publishers and universities fit into the 

equation? 

What rights should purchasers have over the content? 

How long will it take for teaching and learning to be fully 

interactive through digital means? 

While Technology is developing at this high speed will 

African libraries keep up or like always we will lack 

behind?…. 

Ke a leboga, Thank you, Dankie, Ngiya bonga


